
Australian Photographic Prize

Nikon Digital Awards 2022
Celebrating the best in amateur photography, the inaugural APP Nikon Digital Awards will be

judged across six categories by some of Australia's leading professional photographers. With

unlimited image entry and an opportunity for image critique and live feedback, this is a fabulous

competition to showcase your finest work.

© Robyn Campbell
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WHO AND WHAT

Who can enter
The Australian Photographic Prize Nikon Digital Awards are open to amateur photographers only.

An amateur photographer is defined as an actual person, receiving less than $10,000AUD per year

in photographically-related income.

Entries are open to both national and international amateur photographers. Categories may be

won by national or international entrants, including students. Only Australian residents are eligible

to be awarded the title of 2022 APP Nikon Digital Awards winner.

What can be entered

Images submitted into the Australian Photographic Prize Nikon Digital Awards must be from

original photographs captured by the entrant. Any and all elements that make up an entry must

have been captured on or after 18 July 2017. Images captured prior to 18 July 2017, or entered

into the APP Epson Print Awards, are ineligible for entry. There are no limits to the number of

entries you may submit.

© Katrina Ferguson
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WHO AND WHAT

Categories

Creative, Landscape, Nature and Wildlife, People, Reportage and Travel.

Prizes

All first, second, and third-place category winners will receive a trophy. The first-place category

winner will receive a sponsor prize, as well as be in the running for the 2022 APP Nikon Digital

Awards Winner (subject to Australian residency), the accompanying trophy, and major prize. Any

non-cash prizes are not transferable and may not be exchanged for cash.

© Robin Moon
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When, where and how

2022 Important Dates
● Digital Entries open 18 July, 2022  and close at 5pm on Sunday 21 August, 2022 (AEST).

● An in-person (and livestreamed) feedback session of the Top 10 images in each category

will be held at City Edge on Thursday 8 September 2022 (AEST).

● The APP Nikon Digital Awards prize ceremony will commence at 7pm on Sunday 11th

September 2022 (AEST) at Village Cinema Fountain Gate.

Where and how is it judged?
Entries will be judged online by Australian and international professional photographers chosen

for their extensive judging experience and photographic skill. Judging will take place online, using

calibrated monitors. Assessment criteria include visual impact, technical excellence, creative

enhancement, artistic excellence, and category relevance.

Entrants will receive their image score/s and feedback (if pre-purchased) via email or logging into

the APP website after all winners have been announced. Each image will receive a score based on

the scoring ranges:

50-70 Non-finalist

70-80 Commended

80-90 Semi-Finalist

90-100 Finalist

The Top 10 images from each category will be critiqued by a live panel of judges on Thursday 8

September and can be attended both in person at City Edge, and online, through live-streaming.

The APP Nikon Digital Awards prize ceremony will feature the Top 10 images from each category

with 1st-3rd place and overall winner announced.
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World Photographic Cup Team Australia
Australian citizens who are awarded Semi-Finalist or Finalist scores will receive an invitation from

the World Photographic Cup Team Australia Association to participate in selection for inclusion in

the 2023 WPC Team Australia. The Australian Photographic Prize is one avenue for team

selection.

Entry fees

APP Nikon Digital Awards $ 25 AUD per entry

Entry Bundle - Buy 5 Entries, Get 1 Free $ 100 AUD

Individual written feedback (optional) $ 5 AUD per entry

How to enter

1. A digital verson of each entry must be uploaded by 5 pm, Sunday, 21 August 2022 (AEST) via
the Australian Photographic Prize website:

Entry is via the Australian Photographic Prize website:

https://australianphotographicprize.com.au/nikondigitalawards/

2. Entries must comply with the following specifications:

Naming format: category_firstname_lastname_Image#.jpeg

Image# relates to the number of the entrant’s entry. If it’s the first entry uploaded, title it Image1,

second entry uploaded Image2, etc. e.g. Landscape_Robyn_Campbell_Image8.jpeg

3. JPEGs only accepted.  RAW files must be available if requested; see page 10 for full details.

● 3000px on the longest side, 300dpi resolution

● Convert to sRGB Profile

● save as maximum quality JPEG
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4. Entries must by fully uploaded and paid by the due date to be considered eligible for the

competition.

COMPETITION GENERAL RULES

APP Nikon Digital Awards

The APP Nikon Digital Awards is designed to celebrate top amateur photographers from Australia
and across the world. Thanks to our generous sponsors, entrants have  the opportunity to win some
fabulous prizes as well as the opportunity to be exhibited.

The following general rules apply to all categories:

● All images entered, including individual elements used to make up an entry, must be 100%

photographic in origin.

● All entries must be entirely the work of the entrant, including all post-production work.

● All images, including all individual elements used to make up an entry, must have been

captured on or after 18 July 2017. Each image entered must contain the original capture

metadata, or in the case of a composite image, have the original metadata for each

element available if requested.

● RAW files or other types of original capture files must be provided on request. Failure to

submit such files within 24 hours of a request being made will result in disqualification of

the entry and forfeiture of any prizes awarded.

● Post-production:

○ All digital backgrounds, textures, and brushes must be derived from original

photographs taken by the entrant. Default Photoshop brushes or purchased

brushes may only be used for the purpose of masking or dodging and burning.
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○ Multiple images, presented as a diptych, triptych, etc., are permitted in all

categories.

○ In the Reportage and Nature and Wildlife Categories - post-production techniques

may only be used to enhance an image without altering the authenticity of the

scene or subject matter of the original capture. Composite images are not

permitted.

○ Landscape, People, and Travel Categories – composite images are allowed as long

as the digital post-production is not a significant part of conveying the visual

message.

○ Creative Category - the full range of post-production and digital manipulation

techniques, including composites, are permitted. All elements of an entry must be

100% photographic in origin.

● The use of stock photos, graphics, or computer-generated content (for example CGI) is

not permitted.

● Images must not infringe copyright, moral rights, property, person, or other third-party

rights. The entrant will indemnify and keep indemnified any claim by a third party in

relation to their work.

● In addition to competition general rules, images must comply with the Terms and

Conditions of entry.
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COMPETITION CATEGORY RULES

Creative - Sponsored by Epson

Let your imagination go wild through the unusual combination of objects, shapes, texture, colour,

distortion, or viewpoints, using in-camera or post-production techniques for novel or creative

effect. The base image and all additional elements must be photographic in origin and captured

by the entrant.

Landscape - Sponsored by Adobe

For the purposes of this competition, a landscape is a photograph of natural scenery but

may include people or man-made elements, provided none of these additional elements

dominates the photograph. Composite images, including stitched panoramas, are

allowed if the digital post-production does not distort the original content.

© Amanda Neilson

COMPETITION CATEGORY RULES
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Nature and Wildlife - Sponsored by Wacom

Images should show the beauty of nature or wildlife captured in their natural habitat. Only

single-capture images (with the exception of HDR images), created through focus stacking, time

exposures and stitched images, are permitted. Images must not contain human or man-made

elements. Wildlife entries must not portray any form of organised or intentional cruelty.

Post-production:

● Post-production techniques, such as dodging and burning, may be used to enhance the
image as long as the authenticity of the original scene is retained.

● Colour images must appear natural; images may also be entered as black and white
conversions.

● Techniques that remove in-camera elements, such as dust spots, digital noise, and film
scratches are allowed.

● With the exception of cropping, the addition, removal, relocation, or replacement of
pictorial elements is not permitted.

© Amanda Neilson
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COMPETITION CATEGORY RULES

People - Sponsored by Kayell

Entries must include at least one person, ranging from candid photographs to formal

portraits of families, groups, and individuals. Composite images are allowed so long as

the post-production does not play a significant part in conveying the subject’s personality

or story.

Reportage - Sponsored by Adobe

Entries must be single-capture images that portray or give context to an actual event or

situation and may, among other subject matter, include sport, daily life, the human

condition, or a newsworthy incident. Photographs should have an impact or provoke a

lasting emotional response. Staged, contrived, or manipulated situations that alter the

truth are unacceptable. Basic post-production techniques, such as colour and brightness

adjustments, cropping, dodging, and burning are allowed.

Travel - Sponsored by Atkins Lab

Images should authentically portray an area’s people, culture, customs and history; a

sense of place is important. Travel is not limited to other lands or countries and may

include photographs of domestic origin. Composite images are allowed provided

post-production techniques do not detract from the legitimacy of the subject(s) and/or

destination.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Disqualification

If an entrant knowingly breaks the rules, their image/s will be disqualified, and awarded

prizes where relevant must be returned. In addition to breaking general and/or category

rules, images may be disqualified if:

● An image is considered to be plagiarised (although homage to an artist is

acceptable.)

● An image contains inappropriate content for public viewing, including obscene,

provocative, defamatory, sexually explicit or otherwise objectionable content.

● The image does not meet the size and file specifications outlined in the rules.

● An image contains information (e.g. graphics) that identifies the creator.

● The entrant is unable to supply requested RAW/capture files within 24 hours.

● The entrant is not classified as an ‘amateur’ through earning more than

$10,000AUD per year in photographic-related income.

The Australian Photographic Prize organisers have the right to re-categorise, remove and

disqualify any entry without public dispute.

Copyright

Copyright of all images entered will remain the property of the entrant. The Australian

Photographic Prize reserves the right to use images entered, whether awarded or not, for the

purposes of marketing, promotion or education. The entrant owns all rights and takes full

responsibility that the work submitted is original, and does not infringe the copyright, moral rights,

or other rights of any third party. The entrant will indemnify and keep indemnified any claim by a

third party in relation to their work.
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Images entered and scored within the Finalist award range may be selected for a showcase

exhibition to gain publicity for the winners and the Australian Photographic Prize competition.

Images will be credited to the photographer.

Competition Legalities

Entry fees and prizes are quoted in Australian dollars. The total prize pool of cash and prizes

across the Australian Photographic Prize awards is $30,200. Prizes will be as stated, with no

alternative prizes available for winners. If the APP cannot contact the winning entrant by phone or

email within a reasonable timeframe the judges may award the prize to another entry. The entrant

is responsible for the transport and delivery of prizes if living outside Australia. The promoter of

the Australian Photographic Prize Event is the Trustee of the Melbourne Headshot Trust ABN

73798720731.

Digital entries open on Monday 18 July and close Sunday 21 August at 5.00 pm (AEST). No late

entries will be accepted. A live feedback session of the Top 10 category images will be held on

Thursday 8 September 2022 (AEST). Australian Photographic Prize Nikon Digital Awards

Ceremony will commence at 7pm on 11 September 2022 (AEST).

The decisions of the judges and the Australian Photographic Prize in relation to any aspect of

these awards are final and no further discussion will be entered into. Any areas or issues not

explicitly covered by these terms and conditions and other competition rules will be interpreted by

the Australian Photographic Prize if and as they arise.

COVID Policies

The Australian Photographic Prize event will adhere to the Victorian Health Public Events

Framework. Prize events can be held up to and including Stage 3 restrictions, although

some capacity limits may apply. APP judging will continue in an online format or at last

resort delayed if in-person formats are not permitted. Refunds will not be given for events

or judging sessions that still proceed in alternative formats and times.
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ABOUT THE AUSTRALIAN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRIZE

Who we are

Karen Alsop and Robyn Campbell have joined forces to bring the Australian photographic

community together again through the Australian Photographic Prize and its associated

conference. We have drawn on the rich relationships built over many years amoung our

professional, amateur, camera club, tertiary education and trade groups to create an event that

involves a diverse audience of photographers – an inclusive event we hope will help to revitalize

our creative and social network.

The team

Karen and Robyn together bring over 45 years of experience in

the professional photography industry and are each highly

awarded photographers with extensive judging and event

production credentials. In addition to this, Karen’s unique skills

with online technical production and Robyn’s business acumen

make them a powerhouse team.

Joining the core team are Katrina Ferguson, with extensive awards production experience, and

Melissa Wood as administrator. To date, we have team of volunteers and crew signed up to work

behind the scenes and Robyn’s history as National Chair of Jurors has resulted in numerous

Australian judges putting their hands up to be involved.

Additional information

Please go to our website or Facebook site first to answer any

questions you may have. If you cannot find the answer contact us:

Administration Team hello@australianphotographicprize.com.au
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Thank you to our SPONSORS
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